KODAK S2085f Scanners and Info Input Solution

Medical claims scan-to-process system automated and accelerated

Time slashed. Security and satisfaction elevated.

KODAK Info Input Solution + S2085f Scanners

- Info Input Solution automates processing of claims and reduces PC demands, operating off central server
- Faster scanner processes more quickly; easily handles burst workloads
- Integrated flatbed scans hard cards, prescriptions, books and fragile documents
- Perfect Page technology delivers exceptional accuracy and far more reliable data extraction
- Secure boot, auto recovery, and network encryption over wire ensure security and compliance

The smarter solution from Kodak Alaris

KODAK S2085f Scanners

- Faster scanner processes more quickly; easily handles burst workloads
- Integrated flatbed scans hard cards, prescriptions, books and fragile documents
- Perfect Page technology delivers exceptional accuracy and far more reliable data extraction
- Secure boot, auto recovery, and network encryption over wire ensure security and compliance

Healthcare insurer needs to reduce process time and costs, ensure security

Client growth creates massive claims volume and specific digital demands
- Manual entry of A4 claims and exception documents is time-consuming – requires days to locate invoices and payments take up to 8 weeks
- Digital solution must get claims into system workflow quickly for claims processing efficiency
- Data extraction critical on forms – from barcodes, OMR, ICR, and OCR fields – but poor-quality originals lead to low capture and accuracy rates
- Process must be secure for HIPAA compliance*

* US&C region

Truly paperless solution reduces process time and increases capacity
- Paperless case-approval scan-to-workflow process greatly speeds information input and retrieval
- High-quality images minimize downstream keying and post-scan document retrieval
- Less document prep is required because of the ability to automatically classify form types
- End-to-end security reduces risk of data theft or manipulation
- Support costs slashed via standard IT equipment used for scanning
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